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Chocolate Fridge Cookies

ID Number : 0008

Type : Fridge Cookies

Category : Bakery

Quantity : 50 Cookies

Time : 25 Min (Preparation), 10 Min(Rolling), 45 Min(Freezing), 15 Min (Cutting),25 Min

(Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is a fridge cookie with a chocolate dough and nuts. The dough of this fridge cookie

must be frozen a bit before making a cylinder since the dought is too soft. Do not

substitute the shortning or the butter with another fat. The dough does not need to be

cooked the same day, you can keep it in your freezer.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

1/2 Cup Butter

1/2 Cup Vegetal Shortning

1/2 Cup Sugar

1/2 Cup Brown Sugar

2 Eggs

7 to 9 Tbs Cocoa

1 Ts. Lemon Zest (Optional)

1/2 Ts. Vanilla

2 Cup Flour

1 Ts. Baking Powder

1/4 Ts. Salt

1/2 Cup Fined Chopped Nuts

Procedures

Mix the butter and shortning together until you get a cream. If they are too hard,

melt half of the fat in the oven and then whip.

1.

Add the sugar and the brown sugar while mixing. Then add the eggs and continue to2.



whip.

Add the lemon and the vanilla. Then add the cocoa while you are mixing. Mix until

the cocoa has completly blended in the cream.

3.

In a separate bowl, sift the flour, add the baking powder, the salt and mix together.4.

Then add the flour mix to the cream mix in small parts and mix together with a

spoon.

5.

When the flour has completly blended in the cream, you add the nuts.6.

Place your bowl to the freezer for 45 Minutes. Then remove from the freezer and

split the dough in 2 parts.

7.

Shape the dough like a cylinder according to the size of the cookies you want. Then

wrap it in a plastic or metal wrap. Roll the cylinder on the table to make it perfectly

round and place it again to the freezer. If you want to cook it now, just shape your

dough and start cutting.

8.

When you are ready to cook, preheat your oven at 375 F (190 C). If you have

removed the rolls from the frezzer, let then unfreeze 3 to 5 minutes on the table

before cutting.

9.

Then cut your cylinder into disks of 3/8'' or 9mm thick. Place the disk on a

non-greased pan. Then place it in the oven at the 2nd grid level. Cook the cookies

for exactly 8 minutes. Since they are chocolate cookies, it is a bit more difficult to

see if the cookie is ready so time is the best solution.

10.

Variations

Chocolate Chips You can add chocolate chips if you want. Use mini chocolate

chip, and add up to 1-1/2 Cup of chips. Chocolate chips will make the dough harder

to cut, use a sharp knife.

A.

White Dough You can also use this dough to make for example chocolate chip

cookies with a white dough. Simply remove the cocoa from the recipe. You might

need to freeze the dough for a longer time before cutting and you will not need to

unfreeze them 5 minutes before cutting them. When panning, keep more space

between cookies on the pan since the dough will melt a bit. You also might need to

cook them 1 minute longer. The cookies are ready when there is no more humidity

on the top and when the borders start to become brown.

B.

Sweet Chocolate If you find that the dough does not taste sweet chocolate, you can

add 1/2 cup of sugar or brown sugar to make it more sweet.

C.

Reference Information

Cookie recipe types

Related Recipes

Fridge Almond Cookies


